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This is a list of some of the resources related to curriculum and pedagogy in elementary social studies. You will find all of these resources in the Education Library. If you click on a title in this list, you will get the full information about where to find the resource. Check out the Education Library’s Twitter, Blog and Facebook pages - you will find a wealth of information about the Education Library’s services and resources.


Aboriginal voices in the curriculum: a guide to teaching aboriginal studies in K-8 classrooms  E76.6.A28 2006

Actions speak louder than words: community activism as curriculum  LC221.O95 2012

Circle of life. An indigenous perspective of social studies and history curriculum [kit]  E96.5.C5742 2011

Community character [videorecording]: rules and responsibilities  LC312.C66 2012


Close-up Canada  F1026.C94 2007

Creating meaning through literature and the arts: arts integration for classroom teachers  LB1591.C67 2011

Developing a teaching portfolio: a guide for preservice and practicing teachers   LB1728.A32x 2010


Exploring globalization opportunities and challenges in social studies: effective instructional approaches  LB1584.E98 2013

Getting culture: incorporating diversity across the curriculum  LC1099.3.G48x 2009

Global education toolkit for elementary learners  LB1555.T25 2014

Going green at school  GE195.5.A47 2014
Hands-on social studies  H62.H365 2001

History and imagination : reenactments for elementary social studies  LB1584.M78 2012

How to develop a professional portfolio : a manual for teachers  LB2838.H56x 2011

Inquire within : implementing inquiry- and argument-based science standards in grades 3-8  LB1585.3.L58 2014

Literacy enrichment and technology integration in pre-service teacher education  LB1028.3.L575 2014

Making connections in elementary and middle school social studies  LB1584.J57 2010

Making connections : issues in Canadian geography  F1011.3.C55 2015

Many roots, many voices : supporting English language learners in every classroom, a practical guide for Ontario educators  PE1128.A2M43 2005

Nelson Geo7  G73.D73 2014

Nelson Geo8  G73.D73 2015

Nelson social studies 4. Canada's regions  F1008.H225 2014


Nelson social studies 5. First nations and European explorers  F1008.H225 2015

Ontario curriculum, Grades 1 to 6. Social studies ; Grades 7 and 8, History and geography, 2013  H62.5.C22O665 2013

Out of the classroom and into the world : learning from field trips, educating from experience, and unlocking the potential of our students and teachers  LB1047.V37 2011

Parallel curriculum units for social studies, grades 6-12  LB1584.P24x 2010

Pearson Canadian history 7  F1026.B26 2008

Pearson Canadian history 8  F1025.B35 2008
Reading, thinking, and writing about history: teaching argument writing to diverse learners in the common core classroom, grades 6-12  LB1582.U6M66 2014

School rules [videorecording]: being a good citizen at school  LC1091.S35 2013

Social studies curriculum: purposes, problems, and possibilities  H62.5.U5S6485 2014

Social studies: innovative approaches for teachers  LB1584.M382 2012
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